Brooklyn Hulands is an ex Moruya High student who has gone on to become an extremely successful radio presenter.

He started at Moruya High in Year 8 in 2001 and went through to Year 12.

He was a major contributor to the development of the Media Group and the school radio show which was originally called ‘The Friday Lunch Box’. Brooklyn also revamped the design of the newsletter and wrote some very interesting articles.

These days Brooklyn has gone on to work in commercial radio and you may hear him if you are ever in Canberra reading news on MIX 106.3 or 104.7 He has worked with people such as Hamish Blake and Andy Lee.

He says, “The hardest thing about my job is that when things happen that affect people I care about, it’s really hard to read it out.” He also said, “People that are interested in radio have to get out there and see their local station and have a go.”

Brooklyn recently won ‘The Best Documentary Award’ for his documentary called ‘The Killer Highway’. In this he used shocking stories to explain the bad state of the Princes Highway. He interviewed relatives of someone that was killed in a road traffic incident.
Brooklyn has gone far in his four years out in the real world. We are sure he will go much further.